
Name Date

Crash
Complete.

vermin swabbie conductor homeroom
splotch demon quaking glum
Quaker bamboozled spectators mate
stalked stampeded misery loose cannon
wildlife habitat clubbed dummkopf beaming
thrift shop demolish pestering

Matching
Match each definition with a word.

1. the place or environment where a plant or animal naturally or normally lives and
grows

2. tear down; destroy; wreck

3. shaking and being scared

4. to smile at someone in a warm way

5. cheated or tricked someone; puzzled; perplexed

6. sudden rush of a group of people or animals

7. stomped; walked in an angry way

8. an evil spirit or a cruel person

9. a shapeless blot (could be on skin or elsewhere)

10. band leader

11. a person working on board a ship

12. member of a Christian group who is against war and slavery

13. a navy term meaning someone who scrubs the ship's decks

14. seeming gloomy and sad; moody

15. unhappiness and suffering

16. shop that sells inexpensive, used merchandise

17. people who watch an event or performance

18. bothering someone

19. hit with a club or a bludgeon



Name Date

20. someone who is not smart

Multiple Choice
Select the definition that most nearly defines the given word.

21. glum
A. seeming gloomy and sad; moody
B. small animals or insects that cause harm or are troublesome to people

22. mate
A. a person working on board a ship
B. seeming gloomy and sad; moody

23. Quaker
A. member of a Christian group who is against war and slavery
B. shaking and being scared

24. spectators
A. people who watch an event or performance
B. an evil spirit or a cruel person

25. stampeded
A. stomped; walked in an angry way
B. sudden rush of a group of people or animals

26. thrift shop
A. cheated or tricked someone; puzzled; perplexed
B. shop that sells inexpensive, used merchandise

27. homeroom
A. class in school where one begins the day
B. the place or environment where a plant or animal naturally or normally lives and
grows

28. loose cannon
A. a shapeless blot (could be on skin or elsewhere)
B. a trouble maker

29. beaming
A. sudden rush of a group of people or animals
B. to smile at someone in a warm way

30. pestering
A. bothering someone
B. hit with a club or a bludgeon



Answer Key
1. wildlife habitat
2. demolish
3. quaking
4. beaming
5. bamboozled
6. stampeded
7. stalked
8. demon
9. splotch
10. conductor

11. mate
12. Quaker
13. swabbie
14. glum
15. misery
16. thrift shop
17. spectators
18. pestering
19. clubbed
20. dummkopf

21. A
22. A
23. A
24. A
25. B
26. B
27. A
28. B
29. B
30. A


